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Welcome
Hello,
In your hand, you are now holding the
new Guild Guide of 2018. This guide is
designed by the International Team of
Aalto University School of Engineering,
or ENG, to introduce our guilds and
student life in Otaniemi.
This guide has been made international students in mind but we encourage
the Finnish students to read this guide
through also - especially if you are not
familiar with teekkari culture or life in
Otaniemi - as it contains a lot of great
information.

On the behalf of the three guilds of
ENG: the Guild of Civil Engineers, the
Guild of Mechanical Engineers and
the Guild of Surveying Engineers, we
would like to congratulate you on your
study place and we are happy that you
have chosen to come to Aalto!
We hope that you will settle in well and
enjoy your stay with us.
Welcome to Finland and Aalto University.
ENG International Team,
Suski, Karri and Iiro

Check
ou
www.ay t also:
y.fi
www.in /en/
to.aalto
.fi
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Aalto University and Student Life
Welcome to the Finnish student life
of Otaniemi, where people wear
funny overalls and distinctive white,
tasseled caps. Otaniemi is the heart
of a thriving student community
with various sovereign associations
to represent you and guide you towards an amazing stay in Finland.
The Aalto University Student Union
(Aalto-yliopiston ylioppilaskunta,
AYY) is a 15,000 members strong
self-governing public student organization whose status is defined
in the Finnish Universities Act and
all Aalto University students undertaking bachelor’s or master’s degrees
are members of the student union.
Students of most departments have
founded their own associations over
the years. Being a teekkari has 145
years of history and all ENG’s guilds
are over 100 years old. So you can
be part of a long history of student
life! Nobody will force you, but participating in other activities besides
your official studies will enrich the
experience for everyone, first and
foremost for yourself. Perhaps you
too will become a true teekkari and
get your very own tasseled cap! To
become a true teekkari you have to
show enthusiasm towards teekkari
culture and participate in specific
events. You will get more information once you get here :)
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Structure of Aalto
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The Guilds of ENG

Since the Bachelor program reform
of 2013 the guilds of ENG have
gone through changes. The reform
impacted the guilds as it mixed up
the Bachelor programs studied in
the School of Engineering and so on
changing the majors studied by each
guild. However, the guilds remain to
uphold their over 100-year-old traditions and practices.

The Guild of Surveying Engineers
Maanmittarikilta, MK
mk.ayy.fi
The Guild of Surveying Engineers,
founded in 1901, is the
second oldest guild in Finland and one
of the smallest ones in Otaniemi. You
can recognize a surveyor from their
matte black overalls with a fuchsia
coloured sleeve.

So don’t let the names of the guilds
fool you, when finding your guild
but check the right one for you from
the programmes lists!
Master’s programmes:

You can join to a guild online on REC - Real Estate Economics
guild’s website or by coming to the SPT - Spatial Planning and Transportaguild room.
tion Engineering

CS - Creative Sustainability
USP - Urban studies and Planning in
Real Estate Economics
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The Guild of Civil Engineers
Rakennusinsinöörikilta, IK
ik.ayy.fi

The Guild of Mechanical Engineers
Koneinsinöörikilta, KIK
kik.ayy.fi

The Guild of Civil
Engineers was
established in 1913
with the name
Insinööriklubi, hence the abbreviation, IK. Members of the guild can be
reconized from their dark blue overalls
with an environment green sleeve and
a back pocket.

The Guild of Mechanical Engineers
was founded in 1915,
and even with 103
years of history, it is the youngest guild
in the School of Engineering. However,
it is one of the biggest guild’s with over
1000 members. Members of KIK are
known for their light pink overalls.

Master’s programmes:

Master’s programmes:
IDBM - International Design Business
Management
CIV - Building Engineering
MEC - Mechanical Engineering
Nordic Master in
- Maritime Engineering
- Cold Climate Engineering

AAE - Advanced Energy Solutions
GEO - Geoengineering
GIS - Geoinformatics
WAT- Water and Environmental Engineering
EMMEP
Nordic Master in
- Environmental Engineering
- Innovative Sustainable Energy Engineering
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What the Guilds Offer

The Guild Room

The guild room can be called a heart of
the guild. It’s a place where the members of the guild can be found almost
at any time of the day (sometimes even
when they are supposed to be somewhere else). As a member of the guild,
the guild room offers you many kinds of
benefits ranging from coffee and comfy
sofas to a study area with computers
and study materials. Usually someone
from the guild board will also be there
to help you with official matters, such
as joining the guild or buying overalls,
badges and song books.

ENG Weekly News

The guilds of ENG provide a weekly
newsletter email for our international
students. There you can get information
about events and other news. You will
learn some useful Finnish phrases too.
When joining the guild, you can subscribe to the letter.

The Events

Parties, sitsis, cruises... You name it!
The guilds organize many kinds of
events during the academic year. Sitsit is an academic dinner party where
the night starts with a complete dinner
and ends with an afterparty. The main
focus is not on eating, but on enjoying
singing, good drinks and great company. The parties often also involve going
to sauna, which is something that you
should test at least once.
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Divisions

Overalls

Overalls are the distinctive clothes that
Finnish students wear in specific events.
They will enable you to join the action
and not worry about dirtying your own
clothes as they will preserve you from
the harsh Finnish weather and possible
crawling on the ground. The overalls are
a great way to integrate in the student
life in Otaniemi so we recommend you
all to get them. After that you can start
collecting badges and fill your overalls
with them making them more personal.
Badges will be sold by the guilds, associations and in most of the events. Remember that when you’re wearing the
overalls you‘re representing both your
guild and Aalto University.

Each guild has several divisions that are
there for all those who want to take part
in the action without tying themselves
down too much. Whatever you want to
do, there’s a division for it: sports, culture, mechanical workshop, writing the
guild magazine, singing… Each division also has a coordinator or a director
who guides these activities and keeps in
contact with the guild’s board.

Excursions

Excursions masters of the guilds regularly organize company visits around
Finland and even abroad. Company
visits usually entail a company presentation as well as a tour around their
site. Often after the official part there is
a meal or sauna involved. Excursions
are a great way to get a feel for the industry of your own field and make contacts.
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ENG International Team
Hi everyone!

-MK-

My name is Iiro and I am the Master’s
Student Captain in the Guild of Surveying Engineers, so in other words for
those who study Spatial Planning and
Transportation Engineering, Real Estate Economics and Creative Sustainability. I am myself 25 years old and starting my seventh year (although only two
of those have been in Aalto University)
of studies and I currently have roughly
one year of Transportation Engineering
studies left. I feel that have clearly found
my call profession, as my hobbies mostly include travelling around on trains
watching football.

I have myself experience in both exchange studies and been admitted to
the university as master’s level degree
student. By my own experiences I can
say, that studying abroad - no matter
how short or long time - is the best decision one can make.
As Master’s Student Captain I am a
member of the board of the Guild of
Surveying Engineers. In addition to
that, I am chairman for the association
Linkki (more on that later in this guide)
and a founding member and vice chairman of Polytechnical Sauna Society.
Waiting already to see you all in the autumn!
Iiro Vainikainen
+358 40 410 7806
iiro.vainikainen@aalto.fi
Telegram: @MaisteriMestari
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ENG International Team
Hello!

-IK-

My name is Susanna or Suski as most
people call me and I’m the Master of International Affairs of the Guild of Civil
Engineers. In other words, I’m the Master Captain for all the international students and Finnish Master freshmen for
the year of 2018-2019 that study in one
of the programs studied in our guild
(you can find the full list in p. 6). I’m 23
years old and I’m starting my 3rd year
of studies next fall. I haven’t yet myself
experienced exchange studies at University level. However, I spent a year in
US when I was in High School, as well
as one year in Peru before starting at
University.

Together with Karri, Iiro and the whole
International committee of Aalto University I will organize different kinds of
events for you during this study year,
introduce you to Teekkari life and do
my best to make your time in Otaniemi
truly memorable.
Below there is a picture of me and our
guild’s board. You can always come to
talk to me about anything but these
people will also gladly help you the best
they can.
See you soon :)
Susanna Karlqvist
+359505178212
susanna.karlqvist@aalto.fi
Telegram: @Kvkenraali
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ENG International Team
-KIK-

Hey all!
My name is Karri and I’m the Master
Captain of the Guild of Mechanical Engineers. I will be guiding those who will
study Mechanical Engineering, Maritime Engineering and Building Technology. I’m 23 years old and next fall
I’m starting my fourth year in Mechanical Engineering. I like to hang around
with my buddies and watch movies on
my freetime. I also play volleyball in a
student volleyball team.

I haven’t had my own exchange yet,
but I’m planning to correct that mistake during my master studies. I would
like to hear more about you and your
country. Maybe we will see later in your
country.
I’m also a member of the board of the
Guild of Mechanical Engineers. Here
is my board and you’re more than welcome to come to talk to us!
Karri Pönni
+358 503725538
karri.ponni@aalto.fi
Telegram: @maisterikapteeni
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Hello everyone!

Message from Tutor

Welcome to Aalto University! I hope
you are as excited about your new
studies and student life as we are. I am
Paula, Master’s Tutor Coordinator for
the Guild of Surveying Engineers
(Maanmittarikilta). In other words, I’m
responsible for my guilds international
tutors. Tutors are volunteers who are
here to help you get acquainted with
your guild and familiarize you with student life in Otaniemi.
In autumn, I will be starting my second year in the Real Estate Economics
master’s programme. Earlier, I studied
Geography in the University of Helsinki. In short, I have experience of what
it’s like to change schools during your
master’s studies. From my experience,
student society in Aalto is very helpful
and awesome, so enjoy your stay here!

Tutors will help you when first semester and orientation week starts, so don’t
worry, you are in good hands. If you
have anything on your mind, feel free
to ask your tutors!
We are really looking forward to your
arrival!
All the best,
Paula
Master’s Tutor Coordinator

Tutors are your initial point of contact
when arriving at Aalto. Our tutors will
guide you through student life, practical issues and studies. For those who
come from abroad, you can ask your
tutors to meet you at the airport.
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Exchange Student Experience
In the first week of my arrival before
the introduction week started, I visited
my first guild-hang-around where I met
some nice people from the guild. From
that moment onwards, many more activities with the guild were to come.
Besides getting to know other international exchange students, I highly recommend befriending Finnish people
as well to get the real Finnish student
experience. Participating in guild activities is a very great way to do this, even
if it’s as simple as just hanging around
in the guild room and drinking a few
beers.
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As you will see, the Finnish students
are – especially after some drinks –
very open to talk to. In the end of the
autumn semester I had participated in
many fun activities with both other exchange students and Finnish students.
Last May, I even went back to receive
my Teekkari-cap to top off my whole
exchange experience. I hope you’ll enjoy it just as much!
Bio
Name: Benjamin Dijsselbloem
Origin: The Netherlands
Programme: Real Estate Economics

Learning Services at Aalto ENG
Otakaari 4, 1st floor
Please, make an appointment in advance!

Student Services Desk

(enrolment and certificates of attendance):

studentservices@aalto.fi

Börje Helenius
(Nordic Master and SELECT):

Niina Huovinen

borje.helenius@aalto.fi

(outgoing exchange students):

niina.huovinen@aalto.fi

Hannele Pietola
Päivi Kauppinen

(Geoinformatics, Real Estate Economics,
Spatial Planning and Transportation Engineering, Urban Studies and Planning, Water and
Environmental Engineering):

paivi.kauppinen@aalto.fi
Sanni Valkeapää

(incoming exchange students):

exchanges-eng@aalto.fi

Jaakko Kölhi

(Building Technology, EMMEP, Geoengineering, IDBM, Mechanical Engineering):

jaakko.kolhi@aalto.fi

(Advanced Energy Solutions):

sanni.valkeapaa@aalto.fi
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Guild’s of

TF - Teknologföreningen

est. 1872
Swedish speaking student nation for
technology students of all guilds
Overalls: Technology red

KK - Kemistikilta (CHEM)
Chemistry Guild
est. 1891
Overalls: Red or red sleeve on
PT overalls

Guild of Civil Engineers
est. 1913
Overalls: Dark blue with green
left sleeve

KIK - Koneinsinöörikilta (ENG)
Guild of Mechanical Engineers
est. 1915
Overalls: Piggy pink

MK - Maanmittarikilta (ENG)

SIK - Sähköinsinöörikilta (ELEC)

AK - Arkkitehtikilta (ARTS)

PJK - Puunjalostajakilta (CHEM)

Guild of Surveying Engineers
est. 1901
Overalls: Matte black with fuchsia
left sleeve

Guild of Architecture
est. 1908
Overalls: Broken white with
new logo every year
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IK - Rakennusinsinöörikilta (ENG)

Guild of Electrical Engineering
est. 1921
Overalls: Clean white

Forest Products Guild
est. 1945
Overalls: Yellow or yellow sleeve on PT
overalls

Otaniemi

FK - Fyysikkokilta (SCI)
Guild of Physics
est. 1947
Overalls: Natural white

VK - Vuorimieskilta (CHEM)
Guild of Materials
and Metallurgy Students
est. 1947
Overalls: Blue or
blue sleeve on PT overalls

TIK- Tietokilta (SCI)

Guild of Computer Science
est. 1986
Overalls: Glossy black

Prodeko (SCI)

Guild of Industrial Engineering
and Management
est. 1966
Overalls: White with rainbows

AS - Automaatio- ja
systeemitekniikankilta (ELEC)

Guild of Automation and Systems
Technology est. 1998
Overalls: Purple with black left sleeve

Athene (SCI)

Guild of Information Networks Athene
est. 1999
Overalls: Forest green
with black left sleeve

Inkubio (ELEC)

Guild of Bioinformation Technology
est. 2007
Overalls: Redbronw with self-made
cow patches

PT- Prosessiteekkarit (CHEM)

est. 2012
Overalls: Blue with red-blue-yellow
stripes on all sleeves
Not a guild, responsible for bachelor
freshman education in CHEM
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Presenting
International Committee
(KvTMK)
The International Commitee or
KvTMK promotes internationalism and
the role of foreign students at Aalto and
guilds, and is also involved in freshman- and ISO activities regarding international students. The International
Committee is lead by the International
Director and includes board members
in charge of international affairs in different guilds (also us!). KvTMK will
also organize events for international
students.
KvTMK is part of Teekkari Section,
Teekkarijaosto in Finnish and TJ
amongst friends. TJ’s main job is to
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uphold various traditions and organise
all kinds of activities that are meant
to strengthen and enrich the teekkari
spirit. Although it’s main objective is to
have focus on teekkari life, the activities are often open for everyone.
As representant of the oldest and
original technical university students
in Finland, TJ’s opinions have a quite
a big impact in the future of teekkari
traditions.

KY
KY is association for Aalto University
Business Students. KY was originally founded in 1911 for students of The
Helsinki School of Economics. Overalls
for students in KY are dollar green.

TOKYO
TOKYO is an association for students
of Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architechture (ARTS). Some
students of Tokyo wear overalls and
some colourful and artistic jackets. TOKYO was founded in 1961.

ESN
ESN Aalto is the local section of ESN
Finland and ESN International. They
arrange events mainly for exchange
and international students at Aalto
University, but everyone from Aalto
is welcome whether they are studying
through Erasmus or not.
For more information:
https://www.facebook.com/pg/EsnAaltoOfficial/
https://esnaalto.org/next-events
Telegram group: @ESNAalto

Mosaic
Mosaic, the international section of
the student union of Aalto University
(AYY), organizes different multicultural events that offer great new experiences from all around the world, help
everybody to improve their language
skills as well as help people getting to
know other cultures. The purpose of
Mosaic is to encourage Finnish students to open their minds to international environment as well as to help
international students to integrate to
their Aalto society. Our target is to help
people from all backgrounds to create
international networks on both personal and professional level.

BEST
BEST, or Board of European Students
of Technology, is a European student
organization for students of technology of which AYY’s local branch is also a
member. BEST operates in 30 European
countries. AYY’s BEST team works independently under AYY and annually
organizes cultural exchanges and other
activities as well as a summer course for
students from all over Europe.
www.BEST.eu.org
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To become a Teekkari
Being a Teekkari is activities done together, traditions, association activities
and much more. There is not a one way
to be a Teekkari: Every freshmen form
their own Teekkari-identity when acting in teekkari community. Most importantly being Teekkari is fun and it
doesn’t tie you into anything.
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Perhaps the most iconic symbol of
teekkariculture is the Teekkari cap.
Before a freshmen can be granted the
honor to wear the tasseled cap and call
themselves teekkari they have to show
that they got what it takes to become a
teekkari by collecting freshmen points.
Collecting freshmen points is both fun
and useful as it helps person to integrate
in to the community. We encourage you
all to collect these points to make the
most of your experience! Everyone who
wears the cap has completed a similar
set of tasks as a freshman. Completing
the freshman points gives you the qualification to wear the cap, and no unqualified person may wear it. (This is a
strict rule!)
Other rule is that Teekkari cap is a summer cap and can be used 1.5.-30.9. but
during winter the right to wear the cap
needs to be pleaded from Teekkari section (TJ).
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AA-Clubs
Professional Subject Associations
Often called “AA clubs” (short for ammattiainekerho not anonymous alcoholics.. ),
these associations are not for recovering addicts but rather for students who wish
to deepen their connection to a specific subject. The Guilds are relatively large organizations catering to everyone, but here you can connect with likeminded people and go on fascinating excursions. Of course, nothing stops you from joining
several of them if you are interested! Most of the activity is in Finnish, but just ask
and you’ll surely get help.
AKVA is the Water and Environmental Technology
Students’ Club, which welcomes everyone interested in
the water and the environment.
<akva.ayy.fi>
Fundi is real estate economics students’ association. Its’
purpose is to create a link between the students of real
estate economics and the companies within the
property sector.
<fundi.fi>

LINKKIis association for transport engineering students
with focus also in highway, railway and spatial planning.
Linkki organises excursion, sauna evenings and other related activities.
<linkki.ayy.fi>

Laivanrakentajain kerho - Shipbuilders club (LRK) is a
club for students studying Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering in Aalto University School of Engineering.
<lrk.ayy.fi>
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The LVI Clubis a student association aimed for students
interested in architectural engineering and energy engineering.
<lvi.ayy.fi>
LVK brings together students of energy technology at the
Aalto University School of Engineering and other interested parties in the energy sector. The purpose of the club is
to give the opportunity to develop professional skills and
at the same time to provide employers with the opportunity to get to know and recruit motivated future experts.
<lvk.ayy.fi>
The MKR Club is the university’s Geotechnical and Hydraulic Engineering club. The purpose of the club is to
familiarize its members with business contacts and to
offer diverse and professional activities.
<mvr.ayy.fi>
Poligoniis a student association for the Aalto University’s Geoinformatics students, which aims to familiarize
the students to the profession and the job opportunities
it presents.
<poligoni.ayy.fi>
ROPO is a traditional trade club for students interested in
building economics and building construction, with the
aim of bringing together students and graduate engineers
in a professional sense and a sense of comfort.
<ropo.ayy.fi>
Production engineering club (VTK) is a club for students
who study Production engineering at Aalto university in
School of Engineering. VTK is aiming to be a strong link
between students, teaching staff and industry.
<valmistustekniikankerho.com>
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Survival
Living

Need to find a student apartment? Try
these web pages.
hoas.fi
domo.ayy.fi
HOAS, Foundation for Student Housing in the Helsinki Region. AYY Aalto
University Student Union. You can also
try to find an apartment from the private sector.

Eating

There are many restaurants in Otaniemi
in which you can get lunch at a student
friendly price. To see the menu of the
week in all restaurants.
lounasaika.net/en/
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Healthcare

FSHS, Finnish Student Health Service (YTHS, Ylioppilaiden terveydenhoitosäätiö) is an organisation
that provides general, mental and oral
health care services for undergraduate
students of universities and other institutions of higher education. There is
an FSHS service unit in Otaniemi and
a larger unit in Helsinki, Töölö. Prices
are very student friendly; some basic
treatments are even free of charge. You
always need to have an appointment,
which you can make by phone or visiting one of the Units. To get this student
friendly health care you have to be a
member of AYY.
See more about FSHS: www.yths.fi/en

Student card

Members of AYY are entitled to apply
for student card, which gives you many
discounts and other benefits. Student
card costs 15.10 euro. Note that there
might be a queue for the card, so make
sure to order early. Application and information: frank.fi/en/student-card/

Sports

Exercise at campus with Unisport. They
offer both gym practise and group
training with student friendly prices.
You can also join ENG teams in ball
game series or register your own team.
https://unisport.fi/

Travelling

Public transportation is easy to use
and you should be able to go from any
place to another in Helsinki metropolitan area (Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa and
Kauniainen) easily by bus, train, underground or tram. To get a student discount you need a travelling card called
matkakortti. Read more about the Helsinki region transport (prices, information): www.hsl.fi/en

Finance

Kela (Social insurance institution of
Finland) looks after basic security for
all persons resident in Finland. Read
more about Kela and financial aid:
www.Kela.fi/web/en. It is usually possible to open a bank account in Finland
for foreigners. When visiting a bank,
take with you your ID and a certificate
of studies.
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Otaniemi Dictionary
Teekkari:
Student of technology that has adopted
a certain lifestyle and earned the right
to become a teekkari during their freshman year.
Kylteri:
Kylteri is a student studying in Aalto
University School of Business (BIZ).
You can recognize their students from
their dollar green overalls.
Fuksi:
Freshman. Both bachelor’s and master’s.

ISO:
ISO is word used for a tutor. Kv-ISO
means international tutor.
Guild:
Association bringing together students
with similar study fields. There are
many but the ones in ENG are proven
the best.
Wappu:
For a teekkari Wappu is Christmas,
New year’s, midsummer party and
birthday combined.
Teekkari hymn:
Anthem sang at midnight in darkness.
Every Teekkari needs to know the lyrics
(see back).
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Sitsi:
Sitsi is a dinner party where participants
sit around tabels, enjoy three course
meal, sing songs and drink. There are
more formal sitsis with nice clothes and
fine food and there are sitsis with more
or leas eatable food on paper plates and
lot of drinks.
Lukkari:
Songleader at sitsit. Tells bad jokes and
tries to stay in tune.
Sillis:
(Full name silliaamiainen) Translates to
Herring brunch. A brunch where you
can recover from the party a day before
with some bacon and mimosas.
Julkku:
Wappu magazine. Published every even
year.
Äpy:
Wappu magazine with four letter name.
Published every uneven year.
Jäynä:
Practical joke that is meant to bring joy
for the prankster and for the one being
pranked.

Telegram:
Instant messaging app widely used in
Otaniemi. Works like Whatsapp but
with some crucial extras. Without this
life in Aalto can be hard.
Palju:
Big wooden tub, with hot water. Best
place to be at sillis.
Täffä, TF:
Weird looking concrete box that serves
spaghetti on Wednesdays. Also a nation, see other pages.
Päälafka:
Real name Undergraduate Centre.
Many people also refer to it as the main
building. (Address Otakaari 1)
Dipoli:
Aalto University’s actual main building.
Weirdly shaped and has a statue of a
pine cone outside.
Harald Herlin:
Library building. There’s a bar.
Alvari:
The grass field outside of Undergraduate Centre.
Keto:
Main office of AYY.

Maari:
Building full of computer classes, open
24/7.
Teekkarikylä:
Finnish for Teekkari village. Home for
many students of Aalto.
JMT:
Short for Jämeräntaival, street in the
heart of bachelor sode of Teekkari village and home of many parties and
events.
SMT:
Short for Servin Maijan tie, a bit quieter
side of the Teekkari village.
SK:
Short for Servinkuja.
OK:
Short for Otakaari, the street that goes
around Otaniemi.
Smökki:
Building at the heart of Teekkari village.
Many of the student events are held
here.
Rantsu:
Rantasauna, or sauna at the shore. A
sauna behind JMT 7, next to the sea.
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Map of Otaniemi
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Undergraduate Centre
Dipoli
Harald Herlin
Kone building
R-building
TF
Maari
T-building

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

TUAS
Väre
Keto
Otahall
Smökki
Rantsu
Guild rooms
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Head Starts
Head starts are traditional events, which are held by guilds before the school year
and orientation week starts. Head start is a great way to meet your fellow students
and it makes the first official day of school much easier and less stressful when you
already know someone. KIK has it’s own head start, MK and IK have a MAIK head
start together with AK (the guild of Architects). Below is some more information
on each event. We really encourage you to participate in your guild’s head start!

MAIK HEAD START (IK and MK):

KIK HEAD START:

WHEN: 25.8. - 26.8.
HOW MUCH: 8e (including transport,
food and lodging)
More info: maik.ayy.fi and upcoming
Facebook event

Guild of Mechanical engineering has its
head start on 25th of August. Come to meet
me, your tutors and other students. There
will be a lot of bachelor degree students
but you all are warmly welcome! It is held
in Otakaari 20 in Otaniemi. There will be
some outdoor games, then sauna and some
food. Take your towel and some cash with
you.
More info:
Upcoming Facebook event and
kik.ayy.fi

During the head start, you can acquaint
yourself with how Finns traditionally spend
summer in the forest, with sauna and plenty
of new friends. At the head start, apart from
Tutors and freshmen, there are also some
older students as well. You should definitely
come, if you’re already in the country, and
want to spend a relaxed weekend in forest
landscapes, with some light-hearted prearranged program.
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Checklist and Links
Before arrival:
Get roof over your head.
Important! Take the first offer you get!
Make the notice of moving
Reply to an email sent by your tutor
Pack warm clothes for winter!
In the beginng of term:
Enrol as an attending student
Pay the AYY membership fee
Apply for student card
Get the HSL travel card
Register of residence
(REQUIRED for EU citizens stayin longer than 3 months)

Registration into the Finnish Population Information System
(REQUIRED if you are staying in Finland more than a year)

Join a guild!

Join these groups!
Facebook:
ENG International

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/ENGinternational/
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Telegram:
ENG International

https://t.me/ENGint1819

First Week’s Schedule
Each program has their own schedule, this is just a guidline,
and there might still be changes
3.9. Monday:

8-9
Breakfast for new students @ U2, Otakaari 1
9-10
Dean’s welcome @U2, Otakaari 1
10-11 Enrolment and campustour with tutorgroup
11-12.30 Academid Integration @ room 216, Otakaari 4
13-16 Study Essentials @ room 216, Otakaari 4
18 ->
Guild’s event for new students
MK: In Keilaniemi
IK: Otakaari 20
KIK: Rantasauna

4.9. Tuesday:
9-16
17->

Introduction to your masters program
Ota-orienteering (check-points around Otaniemi) & After party
@Smökki

5.9. Wednesday:
9-13
9-12
15->
18->
20->

Introduction to your masters program
Exchange student orientation @U1, Otakaari 1
Aalto Party @Alvari square
KvTMK’s preAfterParty @ Otakaari 20
Aalto After party* @Otahalli

6.9 Thursday:
9-12
13-15
15-16
18->

Services for students @Otakaari 1
Services fair @Otakaari 1
Teekkari life @Aalto-hall
ENGhENGaround @Otakaari 20

7.9. Friday:

10-10.30 Photo session for Aalto ENG @Amfi, Otakaari 1
13-14 Prof. Philosopher Esa Saarinen @Aalto-hall
20->
Kaukkarit* aka start of the semester party @Smökki
*Ticket needed. More info will be shared in fb and tg groups.

Still con
fu
More in sed?
fo
www.ay :
y.fi/en/
www.in
to.aalto
.fi
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Teekkari hymn:
:,: Yö kuin sielu
teekkarin on pimiä,
takajoukko nukkuu vain,
nukkuu vain.
Tarhapöllön ääni kimiä
kuuluu pappilasta päin,
kuuluu päin.
Ja taas ja siis
ja yks, kaks, kolme, neljä, viis :,:
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